
Chapter V
 

A more indepth look into Aaron’s writing process that will help
you break through possible bartiers in your own writing.
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Similar to making rules when you’re practicing certain 

improvisational concepts, Aaron also creates rules when

he’s trying to compose a tune. In his composition,

“Travelers,” Aaron creates a bass pattern using a succession 

of  halfsteps and major 3rds. Then over the bass pattern,

he wrote a series of  “statements” and “questions.” By

thinking in tethinking in terms of  these parameters, Aaron was able to

construct a the beginning of  this tune.

To take it a step further, Aaron takes inspiration from a

Will Vinson tune and an M.I.A tune for the rhythmic 

backbone of  the piece. After completing the ‘A’ section of

the piece, Aaron shares that he faced a roadblock during the

writing processes. It was at this point that he remembered

what he had leawhat he had learned while attending a masterclass given

by renouned composer Henry Threadgill; when you’re

having trouble finishing a composition, look at what you’ve

already written and find your answer in it. For this tune,

Aaron decided to make all the minor chords from the 

‘A’ section into major chords and all the major chords into

minor. This inversion of  the harmony actually created a 

fresh new profresh new progression for the ‘B’ section while remaining

relevant to the ‘A’ section. 

In the last section, he decides to flip the bassline

pattern he uses in the ‘A’ section to create an inverted line

for last section of  the composition. Finally, Aaron was

surprised to find that creating these inverted relationships

throughout the tune actually led him back to the first

cchord of  the song to finish off  the piece.
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“Look at what you’ve
already written and find
another answer in that.”
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